Abstract-This paper uses a team of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) to cooperatively search, an area of interest that contains regions of opportunity and regions of potential hazard. The objective of the UAV team is to visit as many opportunities as possible, while avoiding as many hazards as possible. To enable cooperation, the UAVs are constrained to stay within communication range of one another. Collision avoidance is also required. Algorithms for team-optimal and individually-optimaUteamsuboptimal solutions are developed and their computational complexity compared. Simulation results demonstrating the feasibility of the cooperative search algorithms are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that a team of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) is given the task of searching a region with unknown opportunities and hazards. We assume that each UAV is equipped with sensing capability that identihs regions of opportunity and regions of hazard in its immediate look-ahead window. We also assume that the team of UAVs is equipped with a communication network, and that the connectivity of the network depends upon the relative distance between neighboring UAVs. Therefore, maintaining network connectivity constrains the maximum allowable distance between UAVs.
In addition, we assume that the problem is essentially two dimensional so collision avoidance must be accounted for explicitly. The control objective for the team is to maximize the regions of opportunity visited by the team, while minimizing the regions of hazard, subject to two path constraints: (1) that the communication network remains connected at all times, and (2) that there are no collisions between UAVs.
In this paper the cooperation constraints such as collision avoidance and maintaining communication connectivity, will be handled at the waypoint path planning level. In other work, we have described how to convert waypoint paths to Dyable trajectories [I] .
Cooperative path planning has been addressed in the robotics literature [2] , [3] . However, unlike mobile robots, stall conditions impose minimum velocity constraints on UAVs. Therefore robotic solutions are not directly applicable to UAV scenarios. This paper focuses on the cooperative search problem for UAVs. Cooperative coverage of a priori unknown rectilinear environments using mobile robots is discussed in [4] . Ref [5] , uses neural networks to direct robots in complex domains with dynamically moving obstacles.
In recent years, there has been a great deal of work on cooperative control for UAVs. The full solution to many of these cooperative control problems are NP-hard. While formation Dying problems can be solved efEciently using numerical methods, there is a need to identify other classes of cooperative control problems that can also be solved efEciently. This paper is a step in that direction. In particular, we show that the class of cooperative search problems, where the vehicles are assumed to maintain a relative front temporally, and nearest neighbors spatially, can be solved efEciently using dynamic programming techniques.
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND NOTATION
In this section we will introduce the notation and deEne an example scenario that will be used to illustrate the ideas throughout the paper.
Consider a team of vehicles performing a cooperative search problem where the velocities of the vehicles are adjusted so that they move through the search domain maintaining a uniform longitudinal front. Since the motion in the longitudinal direction is uniform, the group dynamics are encapsulated in the lateral motion. Consider the discrete time dynamics
where s n [ k ] E X and un[X-] E U. We will assume that U is a Enite set of options, and that the agents are initially ordered such that
and that it is desirable to maintain this ordering throughout the scenario. We assume that the agents are at constant altitude and therefore have a collision avoidance constraint 0-7803-7924-1/03/$17.00 02003 IEEEthat can be quantiEed as
( 2 )
We also assume that the vehicles need to maintain communication connectivity and that connectivity is a function of relative lateral distance. The communication connectivity constraint can be quantiged as
Let R(z,E) denote the set in X that is reachable from z after E decisions. The reachable set can be constructed recursively as 
In other words, two paths are feasible if they satisfy both the dynamics constraints (1) as well as the state constraints (2) and (3). Note that by deEnition, order matters. In fact Each possible state for the vehicles has a return value, where positive return indicates an opportunity and negative return represents a hazard. Let R ( ( ) represent the return of state (. We will assume that at each time instant k, the vehicles can sense the return value of each state is its reachable set, L decisions into the future. With a slight abuse of notation, we will denote the return of a path by 
GLOBAL SOLUTION
This section presents a computational algorithm that computes the optimal solution to (6). Note that enumerating all possible options has computational complexity of 0 ( IUIL"). We will show that the collision avoidance and communication constraints reduce the complexity of enumerating all solutions to polynomial in the number of vehicles N .
Consider the algorithm. Algorithni 3.1 (Optimal for N = 2.):
1 , 2 , a = l , ..., L.
P(22[kl, L ) .
Compute the matrix Ad = { m t J } where where i = 1,. . . , IP(l)(, and j = 1 , . . . , lP(2)I.
3.
Compute (i*,j*) = arginaxmij. Return. p,!." and p:?. Lemnza 3.2: If N = 2, Algorithm 3.1 retums the global optimal solution to problem (6). The computational complexity is 0 ( L 1~1~~) .
Pro08
The sets P(n), n = 1,2, contain all possible paths for the two vehicles, therefore mij is &nite for each feasible path. Therefore Step 3 is simply a search over all feasible paths, and is therefore globally optimal.
The size of P(n) is \U\L. Each path requires L computations. Therefore step 1 is 0 (2L IUI"). Each feasibility check requires L additions and 2L compares. This must be done for U12L possible path combinations so step 2 is 0 (3L IUI?Lj.
Step 3 is a search over IU12L elements and . Therefore the total algorithm is Each of the vehicles has a specifc neighbor on its right and left. This structure can be exploited to End the global team optimal with teams of N agents, by N repeated applications of Algorithm 3.1.
Algoritlznt 3.3 (Optiiml):
1.
2.
2a.
2b.
3.
4.
4a. Therefore the iLh element of p ( N ) is the optimal return for the team given that path piN) is selected for vehicles N .
Step 3 then picks the optimal path for vehicle N , given the effects of the group constraints (2) and (3). The optimal path indices for each vehicle can then be found using Step 4.
Following the proof of Lemma 3.2 the computation of
Construction of both p(") and I(")
where i = 1,. . . , lP(n-l)/, and j = 1,. . . , IP(n)/.
I
Of course Algorithm 3.3 is only realizable for small l U l and small L. In Section IV we wil1 introduce an information reduction scheme that will be used to derive two (suboptimal) algorithms whose complexity is polynomial in N , L, and /U[. 
IV. BEST PATH REDUCTION
The enumeration of feasible joint paths represented in step 2 in Algorithm 3.3 is computationally undesirable. In this section we present a (suboptimal) approach that results in feasible joint options without enumerating all possible paths.
The key observation is that the myopic optimization problem (5) can be solved efgciently using dynamic program-ming. Desne 
Letting C(z) be the set of optimal paths from z to R ( z . L ) , then C(T) can be found via the following algorithm.
Algorithnr 4. I (Best Myopic Putlis):
Input. ~[ k ] , R(<) for each < E R ( z [ k ] . C ) , 0 = 1.. . . , L.
1.
For P from 0 to L do la.
Compute R ( z , P).
2.
For 0 from L -1 down to 1 do 2a.
Compute J*(E, t ) at each E E R ( z , e) storing the associated decisions variables.
3.
Using the stored decision variables, construct the optimal paths from z to E E R ( z , L).
Return. C(x).
Lenrnra 4.2: Algorithm 4.1 returns the set of optimal paths
where Z is the set of integers, then the computational complexity is 0 ( L~ 1~1 ) . 
only ~U~+ (~U~--l ) ( ! -l )
new states generated at stage E, which implies that step 1 is 0 ( L /U/).
Step 2 must be computed at each E in the look-ahead window. To address the team-optimization problem we need to introduce the notion of a puth coizstrained reaclzable set.
Suppose that 2 E X and y E X where y < x satisfy constraints (2) and (3), and let py = p(y.L) be a path from y, then the py-path constrained reachable set from z is deEned recursively as: Desne C(zlp) be the set of constrained best paths from s to the set R(s, LIP). The key idea to the reductions schemes introduced in this section is to use C(zlp) instead of the full enumeration of paths P ( x , L ) used in Algorithm 3.3. Since computation of C(z/p) will be used to construct our cooperative search schemes, we need the following algorithm and lemma.
Algoritlini 4.3 (Best Constrained Paths): Clp(y, L ) ) .
2.
Compute J*(E,e) at each E E R(x,C(p(y,L)) storing the associated decisions variables.
3.
Using the stored decision variables, construct the optimal paths from z to Return. C(zlp(y, L ) ) . (L2@ -A) ).
Pro<$ The path constraints reduce the number of options at each stage from l U l to at most X-A. Summing over L stages implies the complexity of step 1 is 0 (~( 2 -A)).
The remainder of the proof follows the proof of 4.2 with [U(
replaced by 2 -A.
V. BEST LEADER COOPERATIVE SEARCH
The most obvious cooperative search scheme using best constrained paths is a leader-following type search. For example, the Erst vehicle may plan its best myopic path, without consideration for the team. This path is passed to the second vehicle which plans its best path constrained to the Erst vehicle's path. This is then repeated until the N'h vehicle plans its best path constrained to the path selected by vehicle N -1.
The selection of the Erst vehicle as leader was, of course,
arbitrary. An alternative would be to select the second vehicle as the leader, and then to Snd the best paths for the Erst and third vehicles constrained to the second vehicle. The fourth vehicle then plans its best path constrained to the third vehicle and so on.
The following algorithm computes the team cost when each vehicle is acting as leader, and then selects the best leader.
Algoritltiiz 5.1 (Best Leader Search):
la. lb.
IC. IC-i. IC-ii.
Id.
Id-i.
Id-ii. 
VI. OPTIMAL BEST PATH COOPERATIVE SEARCH
The weakness of the best leader approach is that the team paths are based on the best myopic paths of the individuals. There may be circumstances where the team is best served having each individual choosing individually suboptimal paths. One idea is to use Algorithm 3.3, with the modiEcation that instead of searching over all possible painvise feasible paths in P, we limit the search to (pairwise feasible by construction) paths in C. In other words, instead of searching over all possible paths, we limit the search to optimal paths to the reachable set R(.. L).
Algoi-itliin 6. I (Optimal Best Path Search):
. . ,Ar,
1.

Construct
= C(Z,,[IC , L).
2.
For n from 2 to N do 2a. 
VII. CONCLUSION
The problem of cooperative search by a team of UAVs with collision-avoidance and communication-range constraints has been considered. An algorithm for Ending team-optimal paths by considering feasible paths for neighboring UAVs was developed. Two suboptimal, but computationally efccient approaches were developed: the best leader and optimal best path cooperative search algorithms. These algorithms were tested on an example cooperative search problems.
Depending on the characteristics of a search problem (such as the number of vehicles, the number of stages, and the number of possible paths considered) and the computational resources available, these algoiithms provide a spectrum of solutions with potential for real-time implementation.
